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Structural variation

Change of the structure of the genome, including all insertions,

deletions and inversions.

Structural variants are generally categorized into

I copy-number variants (CNVs), a�ecting the copy count of any

genomic region, e.g. insertions and deletions (indels)

I copy-count invariant events, e.g. inversions

We will consider methods for SV detection from paired-end NGS

read data.
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Single chromosome structural variations

Note: If the size of insertion > insert size of the sequenced

fragment

I the basic insertion signature does not appear

I the inserted sequence cannot be identi�ed invariant events,

e.g. inversions
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Inter-chromosome structural variations
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Approaches to structural variation discovery

I Read Pair patterns

I Split Read patterns

I Read Depth patterns
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Read Pair patterns:
insertions, deletions and inversions
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Read Pair patterns:
linking and duplications
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Ambigous Read Pair predictions
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Diploid genome con�icts
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Indels, inversions and duplications
� improving resolution with clustering
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Distribution-based clustering

Insert length distribution in

I area with no variation (insert size is 208bp)

I area with homozygous deletion of length 24bp

I area with hemizygous deletion of length 22bp
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Split Read patterns
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Depth-of-coverage patterns

I Assumption: sequencing process is uniform

=⇒ the number of reads covering a region
I follows a Poisson distribution
I with expected value proportional to its copy number

I regions must be large enough to support statistically

signi�cant signal from the distribution of coverage
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Depth-of-coverage patterns � BIC-seq
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Depth-of-coverage patterns
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Approach comparison � size of detected variations
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Approach comparison � precision of breakpoint prediction
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Approach comparison � unique and shared predictions
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Tools for structural variation discovery
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Tools for structural variation discovery
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